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the chemical and optical properties of members of this mineral
series.

A- NEW THEORY OF. THE COMPOSITION OF THE
ZEOLITBS. PART I I I

(Continued. from page l17)

A. N. WTNcHELL, flniaersity oJ Wisconsin

3. Tsr ColrposrrroN oF CHABAZTTE AND Rprarnt ZrorrrBs

The composition of chabazite is usually given as (Ca,Naz)
AlzSi4Or2.6HzO, which means that two atoms of sodium may
replace one atom.of calcium in the crystal space lattice. Since
such a change, although apparently possible in artificial alterations
of zeolites, and especially of the artificial zeolite known as permu-
tite, is contra,ry to the condition in all anhydrous sil icates, it seems
worth while to test the matter somewhat carefully, particularly
since it has been found that a different explanation can be applied
to thomsoni le . l

After a careful study of all available analyses, including the
ninety-nine l isted by Doelter2 and a few others,3 it seemed neces-
sary to reduce the number in order to concentrate attention on the
best or "superior" analyses. In chabazite and in many other
zeolites the ratio of AlrOs to CaO*NazO is more constant than
any other ratio which can be derived from the analyses, and
varies very l itt le from 1:1. By rejecting all the old analyses,
and all those not made on selected crystal material and also five
analyses in which this ratio was not satisfactory, the thirteen
"best" analyses were selected.

The results of plotting these analyses on a square, on which the
variables are the AhOr-SiOs ratio and the CaO-NazO ratio, as
described in the discussion of natrolite, are shown in Fig. 3. The
distribution of these points seems to the writer to indicate the
existence of an isomorphous series along the l ine ABC which is
curved thrcugh those points which represent mix-crystals having
the same number of Ca*Na atoms, and of Al+Si atoms for a

" I  A,  N.  Winchel l :  Am, Min. ,  X,  (1925).
2 Hdb. Mineralchemie, Il,3, 1921,pp.73-128.
3 G. T. Prior: Minerol. Mag.,YYII, 1916, p. 274;and G. Stoklossa: N. Jahrb.

Min., Beil. Bd, fr,U, 1919, p. 39.
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constant numberof O atoms. The line represents a series from

Ca7Al14Si26oso at A to Na+CarAlroSiaoOao at C.

FIc. .1. The Composition of Chabazite and Related Zeoliles

Smith, Ashcroft and Priora have recently argued that gmelinite

is merely a soda-rich chabazite in spite of the difference in cleavage
and in crystal habit. Therefore the composition of gmelinite

should be compared with that of chabazite. Unfortunately there
are very few modern analyses of gmelinite; in order to obtain
enough analyses to show the range in composition it is necessary to
use some of the older ones, of course selecting the best of these'

In this way eleven analyses were selected which are plotted on Fig'

3. The correct interpretation of the meaning of the distribution of
these points is not obvious, but the writer believes gmelinitd is

a Mineral. IIag., XYl, 1916, p, 274.
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essentially a series varying in composition along the Iine DEF,6

which is curved through those points which represent mix-crystals

having the same number of  Na*Ca atoms,  and of  Al+Si  atoms,

for a constant number of Oatoms. The line represents a series from

NaaCarAlzSireOao &t D to NaoAloSirnOro at F. If this view is

correct there is a distinct chemical dif ierence between chabazite

and gmelinite, since the former contains 7 Ca*Na atoms for each

80 atoms of oxygen while the latter contains 12 Ca'l-Na atoms

for the same number of oxygen atoms'
There are some analyses which are intermediate between these

two conditionsl these are responsible for the ordinary view that

.there is a graclation from chabazite to gmelinite' Such inter-

mediate t1'pes are abnormal, as shown by their relative scarcity,

and the writer believes that they have nothing to do with a correct

' interpretation of the normal types. It is possible that they are

incorrect on account of faulty execution or methods of analysis,

or on account of impurit ies in the material analyzed' However,

some of  the in termediate points ( lor  example 101 and 102) repre-

sent modern analyses made on carefully selected material ' For

these a different explanation is needed'
It is well knownG that zeolites can be changed in composition

artif icially in such a way that a Ca-zeolite can be changed into a

Na-zeolite. Such an exchange of bases in zeolites is the foundation

of the modern method of water-softening. The exchange of bases

is controlled by valence so that, for example, two atoms of sodium

enter the zeolite in place of one atom of calcium which goes into

the salt solution. At f irst thought this fact seems to demonstrate

that in zeolites isomorphous systems are controlled by valence

alone. However, principles which apply to the exchange of bases

in crystals already f ormed do not necessarily apply to the formation

of new crystals, that is, the writer believes that in the formation of

isomorphous zeolite crystals .as in the formation of all other

isomorphous crystals one atom takes the place in the crystal space

Iattice ol ome other atom regardless of their respective valences.T

The zeolites are exceptional and remarkable because in crystals

already formed (perhaps on account of inertia) bases can be ex-

5 or, perhaps along a line parallel to DE!- and a short distance to the left of it,

such as GHK.
6 I. Zoch: Chemie der Erde, I, 1915.
7 Of course all valences in each end-member molecule must be satisfied'
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changed with those in a solution surrounding the crystal under
the control of valence, so that two monovalent atoms take the
place of one divalent atom, or aice aersa. This process is fully
cemonstrated and in current use artif icially; there is no reason to
doubt its occurrence in nature, though the necessary conditions
seem to be uncommon in nature. It is to this process that the
writer would appeal to explain the occurrence of crystals of
chabazite abnormally rich in soda,8 and also the occurrence of
gmelinite crystals abnormally rich in lime.

fn general, exchange of bases in zeolites is facilitated by the
presence of much water;e that is, those zeolites containing much
water exchange their bases more freely than those with less water.
chabazite contains the maximum water content known in zeolites
(except for the rare faujasite) followed by minerals of the phillipsite
group, gismondite, heulandite, laubanite, mordenite, episti lbite,
scolecite, thomsonite, etc.

This theory regarding the constitution of chabazite and gmelinite
can be tested at any place where complete information is available
regarding the nature of the solutions in which crystals have been
immersed.

Levynite is commonly referred to the chabazite group and it is
true that a resemblance in axial ratios can be shown. However, the
crystal habit is distinctly different and the inferior cleavage of
levynite does not correspond with the distinct cleavage of chlba-
zite. The mineral is so rare that the only good analyses are the
two made by Hil lebrand of crystals from Table Mt., Colo. These
are shown in Fig. 3 at L3 and L4. The position of these points
shows that levynite is not the same as chabazite nor intermediate
between chabazite and gmelinite. It is an entirely distinct and
independent species. crystalrographic similarities between it an<i
chabaziLe do not exist because the two belong to a chemically
isomorphous series, but in spite of chemical dif ierences. Chabazite

8 Point 98 is a chabazite abnormalty rich in KzO rather than Na:O,
e I. Zoch; Chemie der Erde, I, f9f S.
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composition or merely a member of an isomorphous series between

the l imits suggested. Its scarcity perhaps makes the former view

the more probable.

4. Tnr CouposrrroN or PnrrrrpsrrE AND Rpr,ernp Zaot'tlns-

Phil l ipsite is a zeolite which varies in composition very consider-

ably. The formula is commonly written (Ca, Kz) AlzSi+Orz.4.5HzO.

Without discussing in detail other formulas which have been

proposed, it is sufficient to say that, so lar as known to the writer,

they all involve the theory that Ca and Kz are equivalent. Since

such a condition is contrary to that found in the anhydrous sili-

cates it may be worth while to test the commonly accepted view

by the new method recently described.l0
After a study of all the forty-three analyses listed by Doelterll

the most accurate were carefully selected by eliminating (1) those

made before 1900, and (2) those in which the ratio of AlzOe to

CaO*alkal ies does not  approximate very near ly  to 1:1.  The

twelve analyses thus selected are shown on Fig. 4, which is a

diagram entirely similar in construction to that described in the

discussion of natrolite. With the exception of two analyses (18 and

19) these indicate clearly that phillipsite is an isomorphous series

probably along the line ABC which is curved through those points

which represent mix-crystals having the same number of Ca*K

atoms, and of AI+Si atoms for a constant number of O atoms. The

line represents a series from KaCazAlraSizzOao at A to KrrAlrrSirgOso

at C. Therefore, in phil l ipsite, as in thomsonite, chabazite and

gmelinite, the isomorphous relationships are between molecules of

the same number of atoms of each group, (Ca*Na), (Al+Si) ,
and O.

The analyses of Zamboninil2 are of special importance because

they include the least sil iceous as well as the most sil iceous types

as yet fully known. They are also of importance in showing very

clearly that the tenor of water decreases markedly in phillipsite

with increase in tenor of sil ica. The decrease is not easily explained,

and, in fact, is not recognized in the ordinary view first proposed

10 A. N. Winchell. The Composition of Thomsonite, Am. Min., LO,90' (1925)'

11 Hdb. Mineralchemie, ll, 3, 1921, pp. 138-150'
rs F. Zambonini; BuII. Soc. Fr. Min., XXV, 1902, p. 360; and Mir:eral' \'esuv',

191O,p.294.
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by Freseniusls and adopted by Dana,la Grothls and others, that
ph_illipsite is an isomorphous series from R"zAl4.SinOr6.6HzO to
R"AlrSiuOru.6H:O, since the change of two atoms of Si for two of
Al makes no important change in volume. The new theory fur-
nishes an excellent reason for the decrease since it recognizes that
the more sil iceous types contain a corresponding increase of K in

.  5 7 2
. 5 t 6

Frc. 4. The Composition of Phillipsite and Related Zeoiites

place of Ca. The volume of a K atom is nearly twice as great as the
volume of a Ca atom; therefore the increase of K atoms leaves
decidedly less space to be occupied by water. Including the water,
the composition of .known phil l ipsite can be expressed as a series
from KrCazAlrsSizOso.40 * HzO to KoCarAlroSis.rOao.30 * HzO.

t3 Zeit. Kryst., III, 1880, p.67.
ra Syst. Mineral., 1892, p. 579.
15 tr{ineral. Tabel., 1921 r p. 724.
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The two analyses which do not" lie along this line may owe their
peculiar character to faulty execution or methods of analysis or to
impurities in the material used for analyris. However, one of

them (19) is a very recent analysis of carefully selected material
made under Tschermak's supervision and published by him; it

seems more l ikely that the abnormal character of both is, there-
fore, due to change in composition by partial exchange of bases
(Ca for K2) as more fully explained in the discussion of chabalite.

Sti lbite, harmotome and wellsite are crystallographically related
to phillipsite.

Some of the best analyses of sti lbite are plotted on the figure;16
they show that the mineral varies very l itt le in composil ion; it is

near CaAIzSieOre, but nearly always contains a small and nearly

constant amount of soda; the precise formula is not readily deter-

mined from data at present available, but is nearly NarCag
Al21Sibeo160.60HzO. The fact that sti lbite contains sodium rather
than potassium shows that it is not 8n end-member of the phil l ip-

site series, as has been suggested.
Harmotome analyses are not numerous; two pairs of ttdupli-

cates" are shown on the figure: they are not sufficient to show the

variations in composition, but suggest a formula of the type <lf

that of sti lbite, perhaps KBasAlrrSizgOso.25HzO.
There are only two analyses of wellsite on record; the first one

-made on material from the original Iocality in North Carolina

by Pratt and FooterT-seems to be phil l ipsite with part of its

calcium replaced by barium and strontium (which are considered
equal to calcium in computing the position of the point (Wr) in

the figure.) The other analysis (Wr) bV Fersmanl8 of a sample from

Russia is apparently a l ime-rich harmotome rather than wellsite.

Wellsite l ike the potash-rich phil l ipsites contains relatively l i tt le

water, since the barium atom like the potassium atom is much

larger than the calcium atom.
fncidentally, it may be remarked that the new orientation for

phil l ipsite, sti lbite and harmotome recently proposed by Tscher-

16 Stilbite contains Na rather than K, so that in reading its composition from

the diagram the right band corners must be assumed to be sodium instead oI

potassium molecules.
r7 Am. J our. Sei., TII, 1897 , p. M3.
t8 Traa, Mus. G€ol. AcaiJ. Sci. St. Petersbotag, III, 1909, p. 129; Zeit. Krysl.'

L I ,  191.5,  p.  291.
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makle seems to the writer to be a decided improvement. ft is as
follows:

DeNl
001
010
100
I01
0 1 1
110

Tscnrnlrnx
100
010
107
001
t20
t z l

With this new orientation the phil l ipsite group, l ike all the other
fibrous zeolites and many other fibrous minerals, is elongated in the
vertical direction instead of parallel to o. Furthermore, the experi-
ments of Rinne2o on sti lbite show that when it becomes ortho-
rhombic at about 250"C. the axes Y and Z coincide with Dana's
axes D and o, but X is normal to 001 and not parallel with c. With
Tschermak's orientation the orthorhombic substance has X:o,
Y :  b , Z :  c .

(To be conti.nued)

A FULGURITE FROM SOUTH AMBOY, NEW JERSEY1

W. M. Mvpns2 AND ALBERT B. Pncr3

Fulgurites, the glassy irregular tubes produced by the fusion
of sand or sil iclous soil, which has been struck by l ightning, have
attracted attention from very early t imes. Their rare occurrence,
unusual appearance and association with localit ies where l ightning
has been observed have lead to many strange conjectures conc€r[-
ing them. Before the true nature of l ightning had been established
by Franklin, there was even some popular belief that they were the
actual "thunder bolts" which descended from the sky.

The infrequency with wbich fulgurites are encountered together
with the difficulty of extracting them from the surrounding soil
and the fact that their true identity often is not recognized has

te N. f ohrb. Min., 1897,I, p. 41.
20 Silz. Akod. Wiss. Wien, CXXVI, 1917, p.541 and CXXVII, 1918, p. 177.
1 Published by permission of the Director of the Bureau of Mines, Department

of the Interior.
2 Associate Mineral Technologist, Nonmetallic Minerals Exp. Station, Bureau

of Mines, New Brunswick, N. J.
3 Assistant Professor of Mineralogy, University of X{ichigan.




